YOUR
RELIABLE
TEAM PLAYER
ON THE FIELD

TinyLineMarker Sport is a fast and easy solution for

The robot’s lightweight and smooth construction

your line marking. Instead of using all your time

makes it easy for you to move it from field to field

on tedious markings, the TinyLineMarker Sport

or transport it in your car without complications.

assists you in the job by marking your soccer field
in just 27 minutes - leaving you with more time to
focus on other essential tasks.
The initial marking is now as easy as re-marking;
no need to calculate or measure the field before
the season starts. Just grab the tablet, choose
your field, press Start and let the line marker

For the professional grounds
manager who wants to
deliver excellent quality with
less manual work

deliver accurate lines with excellent quality and
less manual work.
The intuitive tablet contains an easy and flexible

If you want to provide high-quality fields for your

re-adjustment system, which allows you to keep

team, school or customers, then book a free demo

full control over your fields. You simply choose the

of the TinyLineMarker Sport and find out just how

The TinyLineMarker Sport is a reliable, accurate and

field template and then place the field on your

easy line marking can be. Contact details are on

user-friendly robot that frees up time for grounds managers

map. The TinyLineMarker Sport will paint the field

the back.

in that exact location and the location is then

to do work that requires real craft and experience.

stored for all future markings.

Your new colleague will provide you with
Time saved

Comfort

Easy to use, and takes less than 20

Move between places much easier

minutes to paint a full soccer field.

thanks to low weight equipment.

Reliability

Flexibilty

Can repaint an existing field

Easy to switch between fields and

with high accuracy.

customize new templates.

COMPACT

YOUR NEW
ASSISTANT

25 KILO

Lightweight for easy transport

Built from solid materials

5 LITERS

Can hold up to 5 liters of paint

5 HOURS

Multiple fields in one charge

1 CM

Precise paint application

0.7 M/S

Fast and reliable

IT’S THAT EASY
With its low weight and simple operation, this model is
an easy-going companion in your working day, helping
you to deliver excellent quality with less manual work.

1

Choose your field
Choose between 50+ different sports
field templates. Customize size and
dimensions instantly.

2

Place your field
Use the background map to place
your fields exactly where they should
be. Copy-paste fields as needed.

3

Start

SEE HOW
ACCURATE IT IS
Book a free demonstration and let us bring the line marker to your
location and initial mark one of your fields.
When we leave again, you will have a clear picture of how the robot
can help you and how easy it is to operate and maintain
plus you will have a complete sports field, freshly painted.

Press Start and let the line marker
take care of the lines from start to
finish.

BOOK A DEMO HERE
tinymobilerobots.com
or call us at +45 22 23 11 16

Call us at +45 22 23 11 16
E-mail us at info@tinymobilerobots.com

